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Abstract:
We announce that the local zeta functions of suitable
smooth compactifications of Hilbert modular schemes with respect to totally real algebraic number fields K at prime numbers p of good reduction
are expressed in terms of the actions of the Hecke rings on their /-adic
cohomology groups if p remains prime in K. These actions of the Hecke
rings have been discovered in our previous papers: Hatada [10], [11] and
[12]. We announce also our estimates for the absolute values of the eigenvalues of those endomorphisms for the Hecke rings of the cohomology
groups. Details will appear elsewhere.

Results. Let K be a totally real algebraic number field and let
g--[K" Q]. For simplicity we assume that the strict class, number of K
is. 1, i.e., any non-zero fractional ideal of K is generated by a totally
positive element of K. (For example K=Q(j-3-).) We may remove this
assumption. Let
ben commutative ring. Write
M,()=the ring of the 2 2 matrices with coefficients in ;
(C)--the ring of the algebraic integers in K.
Let N3 be a rational integer. Write
1.

eM2,2(K) lad--bc is a totally positive number.};
bd)
{(c
F(1)= ((ca bd) eM,.((C)),ad--bc is a totally positive unit of (C).};
F(N)={(ea, )eF(l)la--l:d--l-b=__c=__O (modN(C)).);
GL/(2, K)= a

g)-----the cartesian product o g copies o the complex upper hal plane g).
{?17 e SL(2, (C)). is a unit of (C).} is a finite
We let GL+(2, K) act on g) in the usual manner
One has the complex nalytie quotient space
Euler phi unetion. By the theory o moduli of_
abelian varieties with real multiplication by (C) with level N structure
(el. Rapoport [17])there exists a scheme /(N) of moduli over Spee Z[1/N]
such that l(N)speozE1/ Spec C---i=IN F(N)\. This right side is a
disjoint union of (N) copies of F(N)\) These copies correspond to the
N-th roots of unity bijectively. Write G((C))=GL/(2, K) M,((C)) which
is a monoid. Write HR(F(N), G((C)))=the Hecke ring with respect to
the pair (F(N)I, G+((C)K)) (For the definition of Hecke rings, see e.g.
Shimura [19].) By the theory of Ash et al. [2] and Hirzebruch [14]

One sees that the group
index subgroup o F(1)x.
(see e.g. Shimizu [18]).
_F(N):\g). Let be the

.

.
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we choose suitable toroidal compactifications of_ the F(N)\
Namely
or the compactifications of {F(N)\ )z we fix a regular and projective F(1)-admissible amily o polyhedral cone decomposition" Z-{Z): :on ovonnt once or all as in the case of the Siegel modular variety,
cf. Hatada [10], [11], [12]. Write M(N)c=the smooth toroidal compactification (F(N)O- of F(N) with respect to the Z. By the theory o
Rapoport [17], from the data one obtains the "compactified" scheme
M(N) over SpecZ[1/N] o (N). Let denote a primitive. N-th root o
unity. This scheme M(N)is proper and smooth over SpecZ[1/N]. One
has
< M(N)c
(disjoint union)
M(N) s z Spec C= i=1
and M(N)szzSpecZ[1/N, ]=()B(N) (disjoint union)
This scheme B(N) over Spec Z[1/N, ] is absolutely irreducible. We have
with
M(N)c=B(N)sZlZ.SpecC. For a commutative ring
Z[1/N] write M(N)@ =M(N)s,ZlZ Spec from now on. Let p be
rational prime with pN, and let p be a prime ideal of Z[1/N, ] dividing p.
Write D(N)=B(N) SpeZ[1/,N] Spec (Z[1/N, ]/p) where =Z[1/N, ]/p.
Then D(N) is a proper and smooth variety over Spec
One has
(disjoint union).
D(N)
M(N)
By the theory of the canonical models of Shimura [20], the smooth
irreducible variety D(N) (resp. M(N)c) is defined over the prime field F
(resp. Q).
By the methods found in Hatada [10], [11] and [12], we obtain the
following two theorems.

"

==

.

Theorem A. The Hecke ring HR(F(N), G#()) acts naturally on
the singular homology group H(M(N)c, Z) for each integer nO. Namely
here is a natural ring homomorphism
f HR(F(N), G#()) >Endz H(M(N)c, Z)
integer
n O.
for each

"

Theorem B. Le$ and p be prime numbers with p(lN). The Hecke
ring over Q" HR(F(N), G())@zQ ac$s naturally on the l-adic cohomology group H(M(N)c, Q) (resp. H(D(N), Q)) for each integer nO.
Namely there is a natural ani-ring homomorphism over Q

for

(resp.
each integer

HR(F(N), G())zQ
HR(F(N), G#())@zQ

>Endq H(M(N)c, Q)
>Endq H(D(N), Q))

nO.

Note that H(M(N)c, Q)H(D(N), Q) for each n0 if p(lN) (cf.
SGA 4 [1]). Identifying the two cohomology groups with each other by

.

this isomorphism, we have )=).
Throughout this paper we denote by p a prime number such that p
(Example" p 2 (mod 5) in the case of K=Q().)
is a prime ideal in
Write
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and

It is

{(c
easy to see that one has

mod

finite disjoint unions
S(p)(N) U;= F(N) U= F(N) f (N).

Then put

T(p@)=

We obtain"

=

F(N)f (N) e HR(F(N) G+(@))

Proposition 1. There is a subscheme (p@) of M(N) Xs,zz M(N)
over SpeeZ[1/N], which is the correspondence of thv T(p@). On each
component M(N)c X s,e C M(N)c of (M(N) X sv ZlZ M(N)) X sv zz Spee C,
the scheme (p@c) x sv zz Spee C coincides with the correspondence
defined in the same way as in Haada [11, p. 63, L. 4 rcm the bottom and
p. 65, Remark 2] and [12].

There is some element aeSL(Z)cSL()such that
of F(N) and
(mod N) if pN. This a induces the isomorphisms
(N) given by the following commutative diagram.

can ean

F(N)o

F(N)

Since we have chosen the N as a regular and projective F(1)-admissible
family of polyhedral cone decomposition for the toroidal eompaeifieaion
of F(N) and (N), this
M(N)M(N)) as a unique isomorphism over C (resp. Z[1/N]). Purther
also gives a unique isomorphism
of D(N) (resp. M(N)@). Hence
a; also induces he isomorphisms
H(D(N), ). he ; eorresonds o the [a;] under he isomorphism H(M(N)c, )H(D(N), ) by the comparison heorem if (lN).
We see that the isomorphism e;" M(N)eM(N)e (resp. ;" D(N)D(N))
is defined over the rime field (rest. F).
We obtain"

Aute

Theorem I (Cogeee Relation). Ame pN. The olloig
equality holds true as a correspondence.
Frob (p) +p-(a} t(Frob (p))
(P) s Zl/ Spec
() D(N)
on (M(N) X s z/ M(N)) X s z/ Spec
D(N) (disX
joint union). Here we use the following notations.

,=

(a}=the

correspondence

component D(N)

,

of the morphism a" D(N)D(N)

of M(N) F

on each
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of the Frobenius p-th power endomorphism" D(N)-D(N) on each component D(N) of M(N)(R)
(Frob (p))=the transposed correspondence of the Frob (p).

Frob(p)=the correspondence

Our second theorem is"
Theorem 2. Let notations be as above. Assume pXN. Let n be an
integer with O_n2g, and let
be an eigenvalue of ffn)(T(P)K)), where
f() is the homomorphism in Theorem B. Then we obtain

for any Archimedean absolute value ]. with [2t=2.
Our third theorem is"
Theorem :. Let notations be as above. Assume pX(lN). Let n be
an integer with O_n2g. Put
P(M(N)c, X)=det (X--f()(T(p(C)))X --a,npa).
This P(M(N)c, X) is a monic polynomial in Z[X] and does not depend on
the choice of l.

Further we obtain"

P(M(N)c, X) det (X-- [Frob (p)]). det (X-- Pa[a,n] [Frob (p)]; 9.

Here
Frob (p)=the Frobenius (p-th power) endomorphism of D(N);
[Frob (p)]=the automorphism of H(D(N), Q) induced by Frob (p).
Using a theorem of Deligne (Weil Conjecture) [4], we have

Corollary of Theorem 3. Let notations be as in Theorem 3. Assume
Write P(M(N)c, X)=
(X--w). Then
det (X-- [Frob (p)]) [] (X-w,)
where y’ runs over all y with ]%l=p n/.

n:/=g.

,

Our tourth theorem is"
Theorem 4. Let notations be as in Theorem 3. For each integer n
with On2g, we obtain
P(M(N)c, X) det (X--[Frob (p)]). det (X-[Frob (p)]_,).

Put P*(M(N)c,X)=det(1-f(n)(T(p(C)c))X+a,nP,X) for each integer
n:>0.
Recall the undamental property o the zeta unction Z(V, X) o a
smooth projective variety V defined over a finite field
(See e.g. Freitag
and Kiehl [8].) Put V0= V /, which is a variety over Spec
One defines
Z(V, X) to be the ormal power series exp(__0j-X), where t=the
number o geometric points o the V0 with coordinates in the field
with
proirreducible
[" ]=" for each integer ]_0. Recall that the smooth
jective variety D(N) (resp. M(N)c) is defined over the prime field F (resp.
Q). By a theorem o Grothendieck the zeta function Z(D(N), X) of D(N)
over Spec i has the ollowing equality.
Z(D(N), X)-- ]-[__0 (det (1 [Frob (p)]X)) -+

. .
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Our fifth theorem is"
Theorem 5. Let notations be as above. Assume pXN. We obtain"
Z(D(N), X)-- /[|__0 P* (M(N)o X)
where the constant term of the right side is 1.
This Z(D(N), X) is a rational expression of X.
Corollary of Theorem 5. Let notations be as in Theorem 5. Assume
pXN. We obtain Z(M(N)(R) I, X)= Z(D(N), X) ().
Remark 1. We have a,=)e(=)(F(N)aF(N)) *or each integer n0.
Remark 2. For any ue EndzH=(M(N)c, Z), let u(R)zid, denote the
element of EndQ H(M(N)o Q) through the isomorphism H,(M(N)o Z)(R)zQ
-Hn(M(N)o Q). Assume pXN. Then the polynomial P*(M(N)o X) has
the following equality for each integer n0. (cf. Theorems A and B.)
P*n(M(N)o X) det (1 --(f,(T(p(C)))(R)z id.)X + (f(F(N)aF(N))zid.)pX)
Zeta functions of modular curves have been studied closely by many
mathematicians. But zeta functions of higher dimensional modular varieties have not been so sufficiently investigated yet as those of the curves.
We have tried to reveal arithmetic properties of the Hilbert modular
schemes employing the methods found in Hatada [10], [11] and [12]. In
the present investigation we have made use of the actions of the ttecke
rings on the n-th cohomology groups of higher dimensional smooth compactification for any integer n_0.
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